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“Wikipedia is today the gateway through which millions of people now 

seek access to knowledge which not long ago was only available using 

tools constructed and maintained by professional scholars.” 

Professor William Cronon, 
President American Historical Association, 2012

“It’s easier to fix Wikipedia than it is to convince the half a billion people 

each month who use it, not to.”

Dr. James Heilman 
University of British Columbia, Wiki Project Med Foundation, 2015



Wikipedia is an encyclopedia

→ summarises high-quality sources in an accessible 

language

→ starting point for learning, provides links to further, 

reliable sources



What is Wikipedia?

Nonprofit Free to use 

and reuse
Open to editing

315 languages 



What is Wikipedia?



● 50.000 medical 

articles

● Nearly 2 billion 

pageviews in 2021

● 50-70% of medical 

doctors use it

● Top site for medical 

students

● WikiProject 

Medicine

○ Assessment

○ Monitoring

○ Improving

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Medicine




Daily pageviews for “Monkeypox”



Wikipedia is the encyclopedia 
that anyone can edit…

… but that doesn’t mean you 
can say just anything



Wikipedia policies ensuring reliability

● Neutral point of view (factual tone)

● Verifiability (through reliable sources)

● No original research (no personal interpretation)



Preferred sources are secondary sources

● Literature reviews, meta-analyses

● Health technology assessments, clinical practice 

guidelines

● Textbooks, academic books

Avoid using primary sources

● Research papers, clinical trial studies

Why?

● Primary research is often exploratory, 

weight of findings is unclear

● You are not allowed to make your 

own analysis and synthesis of 

sources but it is done for you in 

secondary sources.

Exceptions, flexibility:

● You can refer to primary sources 

when describing future research 

directions

● You can cite the primary source 

along with the secondary one

● Large, important studies can be 

mentioned within context

From the medical/NIHR point of view



Content 
policies

Watchlist

WikiProjects

User access 
levels

Locking 
articles

Banning 
users

Bots against vandalism 
and spam

Safety mechanisms of Wikipedia





What is a Wikipedian in residence?





Wikipedian in residence at the NIHR







Multimorbidity article before and after the workshop.

Case study: 

Multiple long-term conditions workshop

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Multimorbidity&oldid=1092420176
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multimorbidity


● Transparent, collaborative platform
● Reaching a wide audience, sharing 

evidence where they look for it
● Sharing research in an accessible way
● Quickly updatable with new research
● Can be translated to other languages 

(Global health)

+
Shows up in Altmetric score

For medical students: 
● critical assessment of literature
● sharing medical information in plain language 
● culture of open access
● having an impact early on

Dissemination through Wikipedia can offer…



Project opportunities

1. Introduce research teams to Wikipedia (webinar)

2. Workshops aiming to update knowledge on a 

specific topic (like MLTC, max 20-30 people per 

event)

3. Teaching how to edit Wikipedia for those interested 

(small teams, individuals)

4. Discuss longer-term integration of Wikipedia in 

research practices


